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Bodas del Encanto is a unique luxury wedding 
and lifestyle blog that aims to be a resource for the 
sophisticated, fashion forward bride wanting to get 
married in Puerto Rico. We love to feature 
gorgeous, glamorous, unique wedding details that 
brides can incorporate into their own events. We 
enjoy showing couples how they can make Puerto 
Rico the ideal location for their dream wedding. 
Whether you are looking for the perfect private 
beach, old city charm or city fun, “La Isla del 
Encanto” has the perfect locations for you, and we 
want to show you how to make it your own. 

OUR MISSION

The online wedding industry is more unique than 
almost any other niche because of  the highly 
targeted audience we attract. Our readers are 
overwhelmingly female, between the ages of  25-35 
and 75% of  them are actively planning a wedding 
or helping a bride plan her wedding. They are 
career driven, tech savvy, independent and fashion 
forward. They are making active purchase 
decisions- something no other genre can compete 
with. Unlike any other marketplace, our reader has 
money to invest in products and services that she 
deems value driven with quality aesthetics, making 
Bodas del Encanto an ideal platform for reaching this 
sought after demographic. 
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OUR MISSION

ABOUT OUR READERS
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VENDOR FEATURES

OUR EDITORIAL COVERAGE

ENGAGEMENTS

TRENDS AND IDEAS

REAL WEDDINGS

PRODUCT REVIEWS

HONEYMOONS

FASHION
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BODAS DEL ENCANTO BY THE NUMBERS

MONTHLY PAGE VISITS 

MONTHLY PAGE VIEWS FACEBOOK

INSTAGRAM

PINTEREST

TWITTER

EMAIL SUBSCRIBERS

BLOG SOCIAL

8,000

9,000

2,000

6,000

660

200
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OUR PARTNERS

FEATURED BRANDS  

Bodas del Encanto influences couples in every scope of  their 
wedding. By partnering with like-minded brands who also want 

to deliver high-quality inspiration, our readers are exposed to 
newest feature collections, top honeymoon destinations and 

beyond.  

FEATURED CONTRIBUTORS  

One of  Bodas del Encanto’s most cherished treasure is our 
distinguished contributor network. We have some of  the Puerto 

Rico’s best wedding photographers and planners working 
closely with us to share their most inspirational work.  
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Bodas del Encanto is the perfect advertising avenue if  you are 
looking to expand your presence online. With our reach of  
over 10 thousand brides, your brand will be exposed to 
sophisticated couples who are in the midst of  planning their 
dream wedding.  

FRONT PAGE SPONSORED OR 
GIVEAWAY POST  

Sponsored posts are an effective way to promote your brand to 
our audience in an engaging manner. Our editor will review 
your product and introduce it to our brides in an inspiring and 
informative voice, giving your brand the spotlight it deserves.  

Giveaways are another great way to promote your product by 
giving our readers an opportunity to try your product or service 
at no cost. Your sponsored/giveaway post will get the spotlight 
on the Bodas del Encanto home page which will include 1-2 
paragraphs about your product or service along with 5-10 
images. The post will be promoted on our increasingly popular 
social media pages and the permalink will stay active forever, 
allowing readers to search the tags and archives to find the post 
at any given time.  

Front page sponsored or giveaway post: $300 

INSTAGRAM PROMOTION  

Every bride has a dream wedding and many of  them create 
those dreams on Instagram! Through the Instagram 
promotion, you can leverage Bodas del Encanto’s wide reach of  
6 thousand followers to get in front of  more brides. We will post 
up to 3 images in a month and link them back to your 
Instagram account to bring you more traffic.  

Instagram promotion: $250 

ADVERTISE WITH 
BODAS DEL ENCANTO 

The rate is subject to change and available in limited quantity.  
Please contact us for the latest availability and price.  CREDIT: VANESSA VELEZ



FACEBOOK PROMOTION  

With over 5,000 followers (and growing), our Facebook 
followers are eagerly looking for new ideas to stumble upon. We 
will share 5 Facebook posts with your images and links to your 
website. Share your brand with these couples and become a 
part of  their dream wedding!  

Facebook promotion: $200  

VENDOR GUIDE LISTING  

Bodas del Encanto’s Vendor Guide is a specially selected 
collection of  top premium wedding providers. VDE is the 
perfect platform to introduce your business, showcase your work 
and connect with real couples looking to get married in Puerto 
Rico. 

Vendor guide listing: $500 annual (or $50/Month) 

COSTUM PACKAGE  

If  you don’t see an advertising plan that fits your company’s 
needs, send us a note with a detailed description of  what you 
are looking for. We will be in touch with you very shortly.  
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Please contact us for the latest availability and price.  
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BFF 

Millennial brides are all about social media – get on their radar 
through this one of  a kind social media package.  

5 Pinterest Pins, 2 Facebook Posts and 1 Instagram Post  

BFF package: $200 

FRIENDS WITH BENEFITS 

This sampler package will give you a little taste of  everything, 
from front page exposure to social media blasts – a great way to 
introduce your brand.  

1 Front page sponsored post 
10 Pinterest Pins, 5 Facebook Posts, 2 Instagram Posts  

Friends with Benefits package: $500  

TRUE LOVE 

The Bodas del Encanto experience two-fold gives you double 
the exposure and interaction with our brides through social 
media engagement and front page exposure, twice!  

2 Front page sponsored post 
20 Pinterest Pins, 6 Facebook Posts, 2 Instagram Posts  

True Love package: $800 

SOUL MATE 

This is the ultimate dream package, giving your brand the most 
exposure, coverage and engagement with Bodas del Encanto 
brides! Want to be the first brand they think of  when planning? 
This package is the answer.  

3 Front page sponsored post 
25 Pinterest Pins, 7 Facebook Posts, 2 Instagram Posts  

Soul Mate package: $1,250  

The rate is subject to change and available in limited quantity.  
Please contact us for the latest availability and price.  

SOCIAL ADVERTISING 
PACKAGES 
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The rate is subject to change and available in limited quantity.  
Please contact us for the latest availability and price.  9

CONSULTING +  
BRAND STYLING 

BLOG CONSULTING 

Looking to start your own company blog but don't know where 
to start? Let our editor guide you through the step by steps of  
creating a reader friendly blog. From theme selection to your 
first published post, let us help you create the blog of  your 
dreams. 

Blog Consulting: $60/hour 

BLOG REVIEW 

Already have a company blog but think it can be better? Our 
editor will review your blog and give you tips and advice to take 
it to the next level. 

Blog Review: $250 

SOCIAL MEDIA CONSULTING 

Social Media is an integral part of  any business, but with so 
many platforms coming up everyday it can be hard to keep 
track of  which ones to use and how to use it. Let us guide you 
and instruct you on how to create, manage and optimize your 
social media presence.  

Social Media Consulting: $60/hour 

BRAND STYLED SHOOT  

New to the industry and don't have anything on your portfolio? 
Let our Editor create a one of  a kind Styled Shoot to help get 
you kick started. From model selection, hair and makeup 
inspiration and shoot concept, let our experts put everything 
together to make you shine! 

Brand Styled Shoot: Starting at $400
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For more information about Bodas del Encanto 
and advertising solutions, please contact our Editor,  

Ruthie Fonseca. 
www.bodasdelencanto.com  

ruthie@bodasdelencanto.com 

917-482-2235
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